
Certified Group Coaching Course

Workshop Facilitation Skills (With FlipIt)

团队教练通常需要具备一定的推进仅能 -  即在管理管队动态和行为的同时，引导团队按照既定

的路线开展接下来活动的能力。在本模块中，您将了解一名优秀的推进者所需要具备的一些关

键技能，以及探索如何在团队环境中使用FlipIt教练框架。

A Blended Approach to Group Coaching

Facilitation skills are valuable for a whole range of contexts including training, coaching,

consulting etc. In fact the range and diversity of environments in which groups come together

with a facilitator are endless. How you facilitate a group will be determined by your client group

and goals but the skills required will be the same. The ability to manage the group as a whole

whilst not losing sight of individual participants' needs, the ability to manage group dynamics

and the ability to bring a unique presence as a coach are all valuable no matter what context or

environment you are working in.

Coaches often draw on their facilitation skills in group coaching programs, or workshops that

use a “blended coach” approach; where they bring a specific skill or area of expertise to a

targeted client group and then “blend” it with coaching. With a blended approach, participants

learn new skills, identify strategies for implementation and then receive coaching to achieve

their goals.

Key Facilitation Skills

1. Working with the group and individuals in the group

One of the most challenging things about facilitating a group is balancing the needs of the

individuals with the needs of the group as a whole.  These skills are developed over time and
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are best nurtured through practice. Some coaches use notes while others have a set structure

for making sure they check in at regular intervals with the whole group.

The skills you will learn in group management and dynamics will also be called into play when

facilitating a group - making sure one group member does not dominate, or that some group

members never speak at all.

2. Creating a Safe Space

Unlike the classroom setting, when you run your own group coaching programs you will

generally have contact with most of the participants in your workshop before they come together

for the first session. It is during this pre-session contact that you can make sure they are aware

of any ‘Rules’ you have or any Code of Conduct that would ensure a safe space for everyone.

Then, ongoing trust is built by you, as the facilitator, making sure these guidelines are adhered

to, and dealing with anyone or anything that happens in the group to threaten them. One of the

worst things you can do is open your group with a statement about “Rules” or “Bad behaviors.”

This is not only unnecessary if you have dealt with it earlier, but it also creates a negative feeling

amongst the group before you even begin.

3. Ensuring maximum participation

Face to Face

The way you structure and organize your workshop will depend on the size of your group and

the physical space you are in. For larger groups (more than 8 people) it is sometimes advisable

to break into smaller sub groups for some of the coaching or workshop activities.

Zoom

If you are working with a group using Zoom the main challenge will be how to ensure that

everyone gets value out of the process. This is a common facilitation challenge when working

with groups of people. It’s one every teacher from kindergarten through to University would

know about and it requires a balance that comes with practice. When facilitating groups using

Zoom, there are two key things you can do to ensure maximum engagement and participation

for everyone.

Be strategic about your use of screenshare.
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It is not engaging for participants to be watching a screen for the full session. Share your

screen at the beginning of each step, but then move off screen share for the

conversation with your individual volunteer

Interact with the group using the chat

Just because you are working mainly with one participant doesn’t mean you don’t

engage with the group. Spend some time at each step picking out one or two comments

from the chat and engaging with the other participants individually

Allow participants adequate ‘thinking time’

There is nothing wrong with a few minutes of silence as people contemplate how they

feel about their issue, or which image speaks to them. Give people time to reflect and

write in the chat, so that they are then free to observe your work with the one individual

participant.

USING FLIP IT IN GROUP COACHING

FlipIt is a Coaching Framework for change. It is a 4 step process that helps someone reframe a

perspective so they can then move from where they are now to where they want to be. The

framework is incredibly flexible - it can be used inside an individual coaching session or it can

be used in a group coaching or workshop setting. It can also be tailored to suit a range of

individual niches, markets and contexts.

How to Facilitate the FlipIt Process in a Group

The FlipIt User Guide describes one way of moving through the process. Each step includes a

summary of the purpose of that step and a series of prompts you can ask to participate to

stimulate thinking and discussion. The User Guide has been written for a face to face delivery in

mind, however for the purposes of this module you will be learning how to facilitate a FlipIt

process to a group using Zoom.
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FlipIt Online Workshop

The Digital version of the FlipIt Workshop can be used via Zoom or any other online platform

(Microsoft Teams, skype etc.)

The main challenge with using an online platform is to ensure that everyone gets value out of

the process. This is a common facilitation challenge when working with groups of people. It’s

one every teacher from kindergarten through to University would know about and it requires a

balance that comes with practice. In a face to face environment there are many strategies

including small break out groups etc. to get participants engaging at a deeper level.

When facilitating FlipIt using Zoom, one structure that works well is to ask for a volunteer to

work through the process, whilst working with the group as a whole.

Working with the volunteer

When you take the volunteer client through the 4 steps, the “observers” in the group get value

and learn from the coaching conversation occurring between the volunteer and you, the coach.

To maximize this learning you can occasionally turn from the volunteer client and address the

group as a whole, highlighting learning/coaching moments and asking them reflective and

powerful questions about their own process.

Working with the Group as a whole

At each of the 4 steps you can Invite all participants to work through the 4 steps in the chat
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window. Then stop at the end of each step and engage with them in the chat. Depending on the

size of the group you may not be able to communicate directly with every single member of the

group, but that’s OK since most group coaching programs run for more than one week and you

can make sure each member of your group gets individual attention over the course of the

whole coaching program.

FLIPIT WORKSHOP (DIGITAL VERSION)

The FlipIt Digital Workshop is an online version for use with groups

or individuals using Zoom or Teams. It includes

- 8 Power Tools cards

- Values/Feelings cards

- Image cards

- Client Worksheet

Access Online Interactive Workshop

Download Workshop (Zipped File)

Sample Structure

Activity Detail

Welcome Welcome everyone to the group, conduct any housekeeping (make sure participants are
familiar with the screen view options)

Introduction ● Give a brief introduction to reframing perspectives and power tools
● Open the FlipIt Online Platform and enter screenshare mode
● Explain the 4 step process

Coaching Agreement ● check in on expectations
● identify workshop outcomes
● set any ground rules

STEP 1: FIND IT Identify an issue or challenge

● Invite all participants to choose a problem or issue and share it in the chat.
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● Invite one volunteer to work with you on the FlipIt process and explore their
issue in more depth

● Invite all participants to choose an image that ‘speaks’ to them and share in
chat

● Work with your volunteer to explore their image as it relates to issue/challenge

Coaching Question: How does this image relate to your issue/challenge?

STEP 2: FEEL IT Identify feelings/values associated with issue or challenge

● share the importance of identifying feelings around issue or problem
● ask participants to describe how they feel about their issue and share in chat
● work with the volunteer to identify their feelings using the Feelings card as a

prompt

Question: What do you feel when you think about this issue?

STEP 3: FRAME Identify disempowering perspective

● Briefly describe each Power Tool, bringing each one to the screen as you do
● invite participants to identify the perspective they are seeing their issue from

and share in chat
● work with the volunteer to identify their perspective and explore how it is

affecting the way they see their issue

Question: What is the most likely outcome if you stay in this perspective?

STEP 4: FLIP IT Flip It for a better future

● “Flip” your volunteer’s perspective by turning over their card. What do they see
now?

● invite participants to explore the issue from this new perspective and share in
chat

● work with the volunteer to identify and explore how their new perspective
changed the way they see their issue.

Question: What is the most likely outcome if you stay in this perspective?
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